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GRAMMATICAL LEVELS AND SUBGRAMMARS 
OF CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS 
JOZEF GBUSKA (Bratislava) 
(Reeeived May 15, 1972) 
1. In this paper the concept of a grammatical level is used to define subgrammars 
of context-free grammars (CFG's) and this approach is compared to that of 
Maluszysriki. Moreover, some results concerning the number of subgrammars are 
derived. 
2. As far as CFG's are concerned, we shall use throughout this paper Ginsburg's 
[1] notation and terminology except that we allow for a CFG to have a finite set of 
initial symbols. 
By a context-free rule p we mean an ordered pair p = (A, a) where A is a symbol 
and a is a word over a finite alphabet. Instead of p = (A, a) we shall usually write 
p in the form A -> a and we shall denote SC(p) = A,0t(p) = a. 
If P is a finite set of context-free rules, then we define 
iT(P) to be the smallest alphabet such that P cz iT(P) x ^ ( P ) * 
S£(P)={S£(p)\peP}, 
3t(P) = {0t(p)\ peP}, 
X(P) = r(P) — se(P)* 
On a set P of context-free rules the relations g , * g and == are defined as 
follows: 
Px S Vi if either S£(p\) = SC(p2) or the symbol S£(p2) occurs in the word 3i(p\), 
* ̂  is the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation <I, 
-== == *'<£ n * ^ - 1 is an equivalence relation on P . 
Let P = PI == be a quotient set of P relative to the relation == . For Px,P2eP let 
Pi *S Pi if there are px S P\ and p2eP2 such that px S*Pi> *^ is a qua-
siordering on P. 
3. I f F c P for a CFG G = < V, 2 , P, 8 > , then we define 
SfG(P') = S£(P') r\0t(P — P')\JSr\ -T(P'). 
Definition 1. Let 0 = < V, 2 , P, S > be a CFG with £ being a set of initial 
symbols. For each P' ^ P let <3(P') = <T(P'), S(P'), P', <9^(P')>. If P'eP, then 
< (̂P') is said to be a grammatical level of G. If M c P , thenjf (if) = ^( U ?ft) is said 
meM 
to be a quasisubgrammar of G. Let T(G) and Q(G) be the sets of all grammatical levels 
and quasisubgrammars of G. 
If Ox = <V1? L^ Px, &> e r(0) and G2 = <V2, 2 2 , P2 , £2> e T((?) for a CFG G9 
then we write Gx * ̂  C72 if Px * g P2 . 
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In the class Q(G) the operations V and /\ are defined as follows. If G\ and G2 are 
CFG's defined as above, then 
Ox v G2 = <r(Px u P2), s (Pi u P2), Pi u P2, sG(Pl u P2)> 
Gt AG2 = <r{Pt n P2), 2 (Pi n P2), Px n P2, SG(Pl n P2)> 
Hence G0 e Q(G) if, and only if GQ = V Gt for some Gf e T(G). 
t = i 
Proposition 1. The algebra (Q(G), V , f\} is a lattice. 
Proof. The mapping^7 is a bijection of the set 2P onto Q(G) which maps set 
union U in V and se^ intersection O in A • Thus^f is the isomorphism of 2 ? onto 
Q(G) and therefore (Q(G)t V, A> is *
n e lattice as well as the algebra <2?, U, n>. 
4. A subset A of a partially ordered set N is said to be a final segment (antichain) 
of N if x e At y G N, x S y implies y e A (if x e -A, y G A, x S y implies a; = y). 
If # = < V, E, P, £> is a CFG nad J!? is a final segment of P, thenJf(M) is said to be 
a subgrammar of Gt Denote by Q(G) the set of all subgrammars of G. 
Since intersection and union of two final segments of P is again a final segment of 
Pt we have immediately 
Proposition 2. The algebra (Q(G), \J, f\ > is the sublattice of the lattice 
<Q(Q), V , A)>. 
Theorem 3. G0 = <Vo, So, Po> S0> is a subgrammar of a CFG G = <V, 2 , P, £> 
i/, and onfo/ if G0 — V {$'; $ ' £ v} w^cre \p is a final segment of T(G). 
Proof. M c P is a final segment of P if, and only if {^(m); m £ J?} is a final 
segment of T(G). Hence, G0 is a subgrammar of G if, and only if there is a final 
segment M of P such that C70 =$e(M) = ^( U m) = V{^W>
 m G $} an(^ 
meM 
{^(m); m 6 J?} is a final segment of G. Hence the theorem. 
Theorem 4. The number of subgrammars of a CFG G is equal to the number of 
antichains of the set T(G). 
Proof. Let G = <V, S, P, S). If E c P (Z c P) is a final segment of P (an 
antichain of P), then let r(K) be the set of all minimal elements of E (let /u(A) be the 
smallest final segment of P containing A). Clearly fxv and vfi are identity mappings on 
the sets of all final segments and antichains of P. Hence v is a bijection of the set of 
all final segments of P onto the set of all antichains of P . Now the theorem follows 
from the fact that there exists a bijection of the set of final segments of P onto the 
set 0(6r) and there is a bijection of the set of antichains of P onto the set of 
antichains of T(G). 
I t is evident that the number of subgrammars does not depend on the set of initial 
symbols. 
5. It was shown in Gruska [2] that for any n there is a context-free language 
Ln cz {a, b}* such that any CFG generating Ln has at least n grammatical levels. 
From that and from Theorem 4 it folows immediately. 
Theorem 5. For any integer n there is a context-free language Ln cz {at 6}* such 
that any CFG generating Ln has at least n subgrammars. 
One can even prove a little more, namely, that for any n the language L'n = 
{ak*bak*b . . . ak*bbaabknabkn-'a . . . bk*a; 0 ^ k i < o o , t = 1, 2. . . . , n} can be gen-
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erated by a CFG having n subgrammars but not by a CFG with less than n 
subgrammars. 
It was shown in Gruska [3] that it is undecidable for an arbitrary CFG G whether 
or not the language L(G) can be generated by a CFG having exactly one grammatical 
level. From that it follows. 
Theorem 6. It is undecidable for an arbitrary CFG G and an arbitrary integer n 
whether or not there is a CFG generating the language L(G) and having not more than 
n subgrammars. 
6. In a slightly different way the concept of a grammatical level was defined by 
Maluszynski [4]. He defines that a quadruple G' = < V', 2 ' , P', 8'} is a subgrammar of 
a CFG G = <V, 2 , P, 8) if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) V c V and if A e V' n (V — 2) and A -» xby e P, b e V, 
then be V' (i.e. V' is a "final segment" of symbols) 
(2) 2' = 2 n V' 
(3) P ' = {A -> a?; ^ e V', i - ^ a ; e P } 
(4) 8' = S n V' U {a; a e V' and there exists a rule .4 -> xay 6 P — P'} 
According to this definition it may happen that a subgrammar of a CFG 
is not a context-free grammar since the set 8' may contain terminal symbols. If, 
however, the condition (4) is modified to have the form 
(4a) 8' = 8 n V' U {B; B e V' — 2 ' and there exists a rule A -> xBy in P — P'} 
then the two definitions are equivalent. (To be precise we should add the condition 
V =f"(P').) To show it we proceed as follows. If the conditions (1) to (3) and (4a) 
are satisfied with V' ='V(P,)i then from (1) it follows that P' is a final segment of P 
and (4a) implies S' = £^Q(P') and therefore G' is a subgrammar of G. If, on the other 
hand, G' is a subgrammar, then P' is a final segment of P and therefore the 
conditions (1) to (3) hold and (4a) follows directly from the definition of ^G(P' ) • 
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